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Inspiration Maps for iPad 

Check out our webinar listing by scanning the QR code

Inspiration Maps App Lite  FREE  

Full Version $14.99

Our favourite visual thinking and learning 
software comes to the iPad!  

Excellent for ALL Students, superb for visual learners, use 
creatively with students with ASD, LD, comprehension,planning, 
organizing and initiating difficulties.  Use to write a story, analysis, 
creating and studying...& much more.

Do you love that concept map software on every computer in the school?  
Wish students could be more mobile when brainstorming, planning, 
outlining and studying?  Inspiration Software has come to the iPad in the 
form of Inspiration Maps App.  There is a free Lite version and full 
version priced at $14.99.  Easy to learn, easy to use and easy to apply!

Use this App on the go just like you would on the computer.
•Organize your thoughts
•Teachers can access vast number of web mapping templates to
get your students started
•Students use the graphic organizers to study for tests and exams
•Brainstorm new ideas
•Outline proposals, projects and research
•Plan your Inquiry Based Learning Project - Teachers and Students!

Built in features of this App:
•Saves automatically
•Import a picture you take or grab an image from the web
•Add hyperlinks
•on the iPad3 use Dictation to voice in your text
•Attach notes
•Share with Pages and other mobile Apps
•Change webmap to outline view
Lite version allows you to work with up to 5 diagrams.

Share in many different ways!

On the iPad3 Voice 
into Inspiration 
Maps - no typing!  
Dictation converts 
your voice to text 
with 99% accuracy

Switch from web 
to outline view

iPad with i0S 4 or later
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